


Students, teachers and fans alike can show school and university pride with customized
apparel. School logos, designs and colors can all be represented with patches, labels and

transfers, making great fundraising, promotional and spirit items for clubs and teams.

SCHOOL



Custom Embroidered Emblems
are a timeless, reliable choice

that withstands all wash
conditions. They are available in
any shape with a variety of color

and backing options.

Chenille emblems embody the
classic, letterman jacket for school

pride. They are made of 100%
Polyester Yarn and can be

combined with felt or twill to create
the perfect statement piece.

PennWeave® Woven Emblems
are ideal for intricate designs,
gradients, and small lettering.
The smooth surface brings your

artwork to life with precision
stitching similar to embroidery.

DIRECT EMBROIDERY

Direct embroidery is the most
economical, most popular, and

fastest production style of
embroidery techniques. It is often
found on thicker apparel as well

as chest and bicep locations.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED

CHENILLE PENNWEAVE® WOVEN

PENNFLEX™

PennFlex™ is an award-winning,
3D, thermoplastic emblem. This
innovative design is lightweight,

flexible, durable, and can be
finished in matte or metallic to

deliver the appearance of depth.

PENNBROIDERY® APPLIQUÉ

PennBroidery® Appliqué
Emblems, also known as Hand

Cut or Laser Cut, have a similar
look and feel to embroidery with
the ability to have more unique

shapes and cut outs.

PENNTRANS® HEAT TRANSFER

PennTrans™ Heat Transfers utilize
the latest print technologies to
produce bright, vivid colors with

fine detail, while also being
suitable for a wide variety of

fabrics and sub straights.

TACKLE TWILL

Tackle Twill emblems have multiple
layers of fabric with elaborate

stitching to deliver a three-
dimensional effect. They can be

customized with a variety of
layered textures.

DYE SUBLIMATION

Dye Sublimated emblems are the
perfect match for your highly

detailed design. Using the
sublimation process, designs are

full color and the ideal photo
finish image recreation.



www.pennemblem.com

ssales@pennemblem.com

800-775-7366

800-793-7366

Penn Emblem is a full-service, branded apparel and promotional
product decoration company. With over 50 different decoration
options, 77 years of experience, 13 markets served and 4 global

locations, we are America’s largest supplier and brand decorator
for the rental uniform and promotional product industry.

We look forward to working together.
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